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The purpose for argumentation of this essay is to proof the essence, types and 
due foundation of application of limited explanation of constitution of crime, to help 
the legal secretary narrow it down where the principle of criminal constitution can be 
used according to the limited explanation and exclude the situation where it is not 
supposed or not appropriate to apply in judicial practice. What’s more, it also 
contributes to limit the definition of criminal penalty power, ensuring human rights 
from violation, illuminating the rational source of rationality, essence of value and 
sense of civilization of criminal code. 
The systematic essence and approaches of constituent elements on limited 
explanation of criminal constriction. The theory and system of constituent elements 
based on and applied by legal secretary when he makes a limited explanation to 
application of constitution of crime should be enriched into “five-element” system, 
that is, to add one more substantial element besides subject, objective aspects, 
subjective aspects and object. The behavior doesn’t satisfy the requirements of 
criminal constitution without severe harmfulness, substantial illegality of crime, 
necessity of criminal penalty. This substantial element is used to govern and make a 
substantial and limited explanation the first four elements, making them substantial’s. 
It’s such an element that weighs in value on the whole system of constitution of 
crime substantially and limiting, excluding drastically the behavior which should not 
or ought not to be penalized criminally in both logical thresholds of substance and 
value. 
The essence of deification of limited explanation of criminal constitution. Three 
types of limited explanation of criminal constitution: literally limited explanation, 
out-of-line explanation, and situation-and-policy explanation.  
This essay focus on demonstrating in value the limited explanation of criminal 















contributes to implement the principle of conviction and penalty according to law, 
accomplish the target of explaining criminal laws and conform to the standard and 
basis of value of limited explanation of criminal constitution. 
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